
Houses 

 

She wore her house like armor, 

the shiny exterior reflecting away 

away with heat, with wind, with words, 

nothing to penetrate the inner, the sanctuary. 

 

She wore her house like a sieve, 

let in every dust particle, every moon beam, 

each call from the homeless cat and loon, 

everything into her emptiness. 

 

Her house used her for its soul, 

took and took her goodness, her action, 

breathed her into its joints, 

held her tightly within its walls. 

 

Her house used her heart for itself 

let the beat-beat-beat become irregular 

as the roof tiles became with time, 

failing finally as is only natural 

with all man-made things. 

 

The Artistry of Plain Soil 

 

I shift focus – 

each textured leaf lies heavy green 

upon the canvas 

no light touches 

upon this portrait 

of ancient forest 

 



I shift focus 

because 

this painting of trees 

includes no ground 

no earth to provide home to worms 

or step for human foot 

I do not know how to delineate 

earth 

what has given rise 

to this rugged dark trunk 

 

I cannot gather my senses 

around the complexity 

of birth 

plain soil is not at all simple 

the chemistry defies my artistry 

I cannot paint the womb 

all I can copy is the solid substance 

of the result 

neither my hand nor eye 

is quick enough to capture 

pre-existence. 

 

The Days the Clouds Don’t Want 

 

He takes the days the clouds don’t want, 

the hours the minutes gave away, 

creates a solitary makeshift shell 

 

inside of which he thinks 

the way only he does, unexplained, 

unexamined, just there. 



 

He takes your hand when you are there, 

does not look for it when you’re away, 

when he is back into 

his solitary everywhere shell. 

 

He thinks thoughts that never stay, 

the way the clouds give way to sun, 

and he gives himself to the minutes 

and the hours 

no one else wants. 

 

When he frowns it isn’t over 

politics, war or poverty, 

they do not exist 

where he sits alone in his chair, 

never alone but 

he doesn’t know that, 

when he frowns. 

 

When he laughs it is personal, 

you and him, all there are 

in that moment, 

he doesn’t 

“remember when” 

or ask 

“what if” 

even with his eyes. 

He laughs, it is enough. 
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